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This paper considers a situation in which a detection system is configurable in
such a way as to provide multiple modes of operation that differ in their detection
performance and geographical coverage. A technique for optimal mode selection
based upon minimizing Bayesian risk is formulated and demonstrated for the case
of a two-mode system.

0. PROLOGUE
In the first Joint Australia/U.S. Workshop on Defence Signal Processing, held in Adelaide
in 1997, two of the authors (Sinno and Cochran) presented a paper involving estimation
using a configurable sensor system [6]. During the Workshop, Dr. Paul Miller of the
Australian Defence Science and Technology Organisation told us about a real-world scenario in which searches for ground vehicles are carried out over vast uninhabited areas by
helicopters outfitted with dual-mode radar systems. We understood the operating modes
of the radar system to be such that they could be loosely described as “broad search” and
“focused” modes and that the strategy for switching between modes during a search was
left to the helicopter crew.
We subsequently proposed a mathematical model of this kind of scenario and a Bayesian
approach to choosing mode switching strategies [1]. This formulation made use of a payoff
function consisting of two terms, one of which captures the performance of the sensing
strategy in detecting the presence of a target in the search area and the other measuring its
effectiveness at localizing the target.
When we were invited to participate in the second Australia/U.S. Workshop, revisiting
this problem and exploring an alternative approach that addresses a shortcoming of our
technique in [1] seemed a natural way to connect our contribution with the previous
Workshop and the many fine technical interactions it seeded. The approach in this paper is
based upon Bayesian risk analysis and it eliminates concerns regarding correlation between
the terms of the payoff function arising in our previous treatment of the problem.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers a situation in which a detection system is configurable in such a
way as to provide multiple modes of operation that differ in their detection performance and
geographical coverage. The development that follows focuses on the case of a detector with
two operating modes: a “broad search” mode that provides wide coverage and a “focused”
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mode that provides better detection performance but covers less area. The system is invoked
in a sequence of tests to detect and localize a target within a framework that is formulated
precisely in the following section.
As noted in the Prologue, this problem was addressed in an earlier paper [1] using a cost
functional approach in conjunction with a Bayesian method for incorporating the results of
earlier tests in deciding which mode to use in each test. The approach presented here uses a
more classical approach, based on minimization of Bayesian risk, that allows more precise
designation of the priority of correct detection relative to that of correct localization.
2. PROBLEM SETUP
The situation described above is modeled as follows. The entire region of interest is
  . Operating in the broad search mode (Mode
partitioned into  disjoint cells
A), the detector tests for the presence of a signal source in . In the focused mode (Mode
.
B), however, the test may be applied to exactly one cell
To account for difference in detector performance in the two operating modes, detector
performance is modeled as arising from the problem of detecting a known signal in white
gaussian noise of known variance. This model provides a well understood solution (i.e.,
the matched filter) in each test, admits several straightforward generalizations, and allows
detection performance in Mode B to be distinguished from that in Mode A by simply raising
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). More specifically, in each mode of operation the detector
encounters a problem of the form
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where is a known signal  -vector with energy    
is a zero-mean white
 !") * where
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) is the +-,.+
gaussian  -vector having known variance !" ; i.e.,

identity matrix. Since    is fixed, the SNR (and hence the performance of the detector)
in each mode can be adjusted by varying !" .
  and   the events that
Assuming at most one signal source is present, denote by
012 and, for
the signal source is, respectively, present in and absent from . Let /
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event that the signal source is present in cell . With these
 54 76by8 / / .theRegardless
definitions,
of whether it is operating in Mode A or Mode B,
the system yields a decision 9:/ with ;=<>+?<@ .
Recall that the optimal solution, in terms of minimal probability of error, to a detector
BAC where the detection threshold
problem of the form (1) is a test on the inner product
is a function of the a priori probability that a signal is present [2, 5]. The probabilities
of detection and false alarm for each test are given by error functions of the detection
thresholds. In particular, the tests applied in both operating modes will be of this form, but
their detection thresholds and probabilities of detection and false alarm will all be different
JI
(even when Mode B is applied to different cells) because of their dependence on DFEGH/ ,
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3. A BAYESIAN RISK FORMULATION
 + if
Using the notation of [5], define a random “state of nature” parameter K by K
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/ is true, + ;
 . A prior distribution for K is assumed and a test (i.e., a Mode
A test or a Mode B test on a particular cell
) is chosen and performed yielding a binary

N+1 possible tests

Choose test that minimizes overall
Bayesian risk (based on a loss function)

Get measurement
Set detector threshold to minimize
local error. Deduce an outcome:
detect or no detect

Use outcome to
update priors

Generate MAP decision

FIG. 1. Detection/localization algorithm.
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L
DOEPG  L , the system decides for . Otherwise, the systemI
outcome L . If DFEG
decides in favor of the hypothesis / having the largest posterior probability DOEGQ/  L ;
i.e., in this case the system decision rule R takes the value + if / has the largest posterior
probability. As shown in [1], these posterior probabilities are straightforward to compute
using the detection and false alarm probabilities of the chosen test, which follow from the
(prior) distribution of K . The overall algorithm is depicted schematically in FIG. 1. Note
that, once a test is selected, the rule R for choosing a hypothesis / based on the test’s
outcome is well defined.
The approach to mode (i.e., test) selection is to choose the one that minimizes Bayes risk
with respect to a pre-defined loss functional. Since the overall goal of the system is to both
detect the signal source and localize it, with these two subgoals possibly being of unequal
importance, a loss functional of the following form is used:
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With ]
, this functional imposes a greater penalty for a false alarm (i.e., deciding in
  when
  is true) than for correct detection with incorrect localization (i.e.,  
favor of
M ]  , an even greater penalty
is correctly chosen, but the wrong cell is picked). With ]



is levied if the system decides in favor of
when a target is actually present. Depending

on the application, the weights ] and ] can be chosen to adjust the relative importance of

detection and classification in an intuitively appealing way.

With this loss functional, the risk is
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Since the decision rule R (and hence each decision 9o/ ) depends on the probabilities
of the hypotheses / b posterior to the test, this quantity depends on which test (mode) is
selected.
The mode is chosen to minimize the conditional expectation of the Bayes average risk.
given a particular test and its outcome can be
The posterior probabilities of each /
calculated using Bayes’ rule, the prior probabilities of the hypotheses, and the detectors’
probabilities of detection and false alarm. These calculations are given explicitly in [1].
Once a mode is selected and the test p"q is performed, the decision 9/ is completely
 vu ; prior to performing the test, the only uncertainty
determined by its outcome r q5s-t ;
about the decision arises because the outcome of the test is not yet known. The conditional
^  DFEGULcq  ; I ^  DOEPGULcq 
expectation of the Bayes average risk for a chosen test p"q is
I where
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^z and ^  belie their relatively simple nature.
The complexity of these expressions for
There are two cases:
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The conditional probabilities in these expressions are exactly the post-test probabilities
computed in [1]; the probabilities of the test outcomes are computed as follows. For a
Mode A test,

DFEGUL  ; I  G ~8e BI DFEG  3I  G ~8e OI
 I
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and for a Mode B test,

7
7
DFEGHL  ; I  G 7~2e  I DFEGH/ JI 7 G ~2e  I G ~ DOEGQ/ iII
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 7e  and  7e  are the probabilities of detection and false alarm,
In these expressions,
e  and e  are the corresponding
respectively, of the Mode B detector used on cell + .
probabilities for the Mode A detector.
To summarize, the decision rule R depends on the outcome of the test and the posterior
 3    . These can be computed before any test is actually run.
probabilities of / , +
 ; I and
Thus, for each candidate test, the expected risk may be calculated using DOEGHLaq
I
w

DOEPGUL q
(which come from the detector performance figures) before running any tests.
This allows the selection of the test of lowest Bayes risk, as proposed.
4. EXAMPLES
The following two examples show the behavior of the two-mode detection/localization
w ) scenario. The test signal and white gaussian
system operating in a five-cell (i.e., 
w ; and the SNRs in the two modes are ~J dB and ~i
noise vectors are of length 

  and ]   . In the first example (FIG. 2), the initial prior
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probabilities are DOEPGH/
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DOEPGH/a
; . The posterior probabilities of the first test which are used as the prior
probabilities in the second test, appear in the first column of the grid – and so forth. In
this example, a signal source is actually present in cell 4 (indicated by a triangle in the
upper right corner). The system chooses Mode A for the initial test (indicated by shading
of the cells in the first column), does not detect (per the annotation beneath the column),
2 (indicated by lack of highlighted frame around any cell). Mode A is
and decides for
selected again in the second test, the system detects and chooses cell 1. Following test 2,
the system runs in Mode B on cell 1, does not detect but decides for cell 4 because it has
2M ;   ). In test 4, the detector runs again in Mode B but on
the highest posterior (and 
cell 4, detects and decides for cell 4.
3I   v  ,
In the second example (FIG. 3), the initial prior probabilities are DFEGQ/
I
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DOEPGH/ 
;v; , DOEGQ/J
; , and DOEGQ/ 
;; . In this example,
, DFEPGQ/i
a signal source is actually present in cell 3. It is interesting to note how the system switches
from Mode B back to Mode A in test 4.
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FIG. 2. Behavior of the two-mode detector in a five-cell scenario (Example 1).
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FIG. 3. Behavior of the two-mode detector in a five-cell scenario (Example 2).

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Since beginning this work, the authors have become aware of some fine research on
related problems involving mode-switchable sensors, most notably by K. Kastella and his
colleagues (see, e.g., [3, 4]).
Work currently underway is examining the mean time to correct decision of the approach
presented here for various operating parameters, choice of detection thresholds for the
individual tests to minimize this mean time, and possible applications outside the context
of the original problem.
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